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This study compares POC concentrations simulated by a biogeochemical model (PISCES)
to high resolution field estimations from autonomous platforms and satellites. The authors
show large discrepancies between models and observations. However, model and
observations both agree on the behaviour of slow and fast sinking particles. The authors
conclude that uncertainties in the POC conversion factors, imperfection between available
observations and model points and in the representation of the physics in the model are
sources of mismatch. While I feel like some of processes invoked for explaining the
discrepancies are not deeply discussed, I do not have any major issues with this work. I
believe that some points should be clarified, better justified, and better documented
before publication. These are listed below:

Minor remarks :
L24 : So all known factors driving sinking POC cycling in the mesopelagic basically….
L24-26: The abstract mentions that inconsistencies were identified. The rest of the
sentence is somehow cryptic, and I feel like such inconsistencies should be detailed a bit
more.
L46: None of these paper report actual measured flux attenuation, only (Marsay et al.,
2015) does please revise.
L53: And wide variations in the attached microbial communities (Baumas et al., 2021)
L55: Rephrase to “large” instead of big, here and throughout
L56: This is not always true, please see work by (McDonnell M., P. & Buesseler, 2010)
L62: Please include results by (Alonso-Gonzalez J. et al., 2010; Riley et al., 2012).
L89: How was this represented in previous versions of the model?

L92: which ones? from what methods? You may want to state the pitfalls of such methods
to connect with the subsequent part of the text.
L95. Please state the size range of particles observed with such devices.
L103 : surface POC flux or concentration ?
L106 : Which of the « drivers » are specifically being evaluated here?
L236: what is this based on? justify
L238: More strongly than what?
L239: (Briggs et al., 2020) recently found that fragmentation could be responsible for up
to half what’s observed in flux attenuation. How does the “small” fragmentation may
compare to (Briggs et al., 2020) here.
L280: Any error associated with such climatologies (PISCES results excluded)?
L307: Please specify, what are the physical processes that are unrealistically represented
in this region?
L 369: what do mean by rare aggregates?
L450 See work by adam Maritny’group https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata201448 This
presents of substantial amount of data including mesopelagic data that could be
potentially used here.
L490: Add (Bianchi et al., 2018)
L530: does this translate into an increase in sinking speed (for a given size) in your
model?
L569: Size vs sinking velocities relationships depends mostly on their composition
(Laurenceau-Cornec et al., 2019), some large unballasted aggregates will not sink as fast
as Stokes predicts.
L585: What about chemoautolithotrophy (CO2 dark fixation by particles associated
bacterias) (Herndl & Reinthaler, 2013)
LL595-608: Silly question, why are BACT not explicitly represented in such models?
L620: Down to what particle size?
L670: How are particles sinking velocities represented in PISCES? Do they increase with
depth as observed in (Villa Alfageme et al., 2016)?
L676: Is fragmentation caused only by biological factors or could non-biological factors
such as microturbulence play a role? Please discuss.
L704, please explicit
L717: cryptic sentence, please revise.

Figure 6: This clearly show that at high latitudes PISCES produces a pool of small slow
sinking particles that doesn’t seem to be remineralised quickly enough as they do not
appear on the sPOC BGC-ARGO profile. The occurrence of sPOC seen from the BGC-ARGO
profile could well be from b-POC fragmentating into s-POC rather than from the original sPOC fraction sinking out on its own.
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